
Chapter-8

More on Python



 Python is a simple programming
language that is used to write codes
for the computer programs.

 Python was created by Guido Van
Rossum when he was working at
Centrum Wiskunde & Informatica
(CWI), which is a National Research
Institute for Mathematics and
Computer Science in Netherlands.

 The language was released in 1991. 

 Python is a general-purpose ,high-
level programming language.



 ... When Guido Van Rossum began
implementing Python, he was also reading
the published scripts from
“Monty Python's Flying Circus”, a BBC
comedy series from the 1970s.

 Van Rossum thought he needed a name that
was short, unique, and slightly mysterious, so
he decided to call the language Python.



 Some of the features that make Python so popular are as follows:

 It is an easy to learn general-purpose programming language.

 It is a platform independent programming language, which means
it can be used on any machine and in any operating system.

 It has a simple syntax.

 Python is a case-sensitive language.

 It is an interpreted language i.e. interpreter executes the code line 
by line at a time. This makes debugging easy and thus suitable for 
beginners.

 It is free to use and even free for commercial products.

 It uses variables without declaration.



 The files in Python are saved with the 
extension .py

 Python is an open-source software. This 
means that its source code is available to the 
public.

 One can download it ,change it,use it, and 
distribute it.

 This property of a programming language is 
called FLOSS (Free/Libere and open source 
software).



 Python is a popular and easy to learn language. 
 It can be used to: 
1. Build a website. 
2. Develop games. 
3. Program robots. 
4. Perform scientific computations. 
5. Develop artificial intelligence applications.
6. Design Console apps.
7. Design Desktop applications, 
8. Web applications,
9. Mobile applications



Instagram



 Python works in two different modes-

1. Interactive mode

2. Script mode



 In the interactive mode, the instructions are
executed line by line giving the output.

 In the interactive mode, Python displays the
results of expressions.

 We use interactive mode when we write small
programs because the output in the interactive
mode is compressed between the statements
and is not suitable for writing lengthy programs.





 In script mode python does not
automatically display results.

 To write lengthy programs, we use script
mode.

 Script mode is used to create and edit
programs.

 The files created in the script mode can be
saved for later use.



•Click on File>New File option.
•Write the program and save the file by selecting File>Save option.
•Execute the file using F5 key or click on Run>Run Module option.



Q 1 Write any two features of Python that make 
it user friendly?

Q 2 What is Python Language?
Q 3 Write  application of Python (any five 

points)
Q 4 Name the two different modes of Python?
Q 5 What is the difference between the 

Interactive mode and the Script mode of 
Python? (Two points)


